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“‘Conducting a census’ to most people conjures up images of questionnaires, interviewers,
and respondents. So much more is involved. This article describes the organization and
planning that precedes the questioning, and shows what happens after the answers come
in.”

John Govoni, Chief
Economic Planning and Coordination Division

U.S. Census Bureau

This article is divided into five parts:

• The Organizational Structure Behind the Economic Census describes the organiza-
tion of the U.S. Census Bureau with particular reference to the roles of divisions that
impact upon the Economic Census. These divisions stipulate the policies underlying
the programs that Economic Census data are to serve, prepare the questions and the
questionnaires, arrange for the census to be taken, process the data after they are col-
lected, and disseminate the results to the public. Without such an organizational
apparatus, there could be no Economic Census.
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• Basic Concepts and Methodology elaborates the terms through which the Economic
Census is conducted—the language of the census. These concepts include the (busi-
ness) establishment, the company, the North American Industry Classification Sys-
tem (NAICS), and the Standard Statistical Establishment List (SSEL).

• Centralized Collection Processing covers the actual launching of the Economic Cen-
sus. It highlights the role of the new DocuPrint technology in mail collection of data,
electronic reporting, forms mailout, receipt and check-in, completeness and cover-
age of multi-establishment data, microfilming, data screening/keying and control
file match.

• Decentralized Post-collection Processing covers the intricate processes that take
place after the Economic Census data are collected. Accompanied by several graph-
ics, this section shows the series of tasks that must be performed to make the
answers to the questions usable: assigning of classification codes, determining the
validity of the answers, creation of databases, tabulation of data, and the like.

• Publication of Data/Distribution of Results emphasizes one of the chief reasons for
which censuses are conducted in the first place: that is, to make the results available
to both public and private sector users. As such, this part of the article treats the top-
ics of new, standardized table formats for 1997 Economic Census data, the develop-
ment of a streamlined data production and dissemination system, the use of CD-
ROMs and the World Wide Web (one part of the Internet) in making results avail-
able, and the advantages of access, speed, and consistency that users will enjoy as a
result of these improvements.

Title 13, U.S. Code, mandates the taking of the Economic Census once each five years, for
years ending in “2” and “7”. The law directs the taking of the census for manufactures,
minerals, construction, retail trade, wholesale trade, selected service industries, plus
finance, insurance, real estate, and transportation. In addition to this basic coverage of busi-
ness establishments, the Economic Census includes supplemental programs providing spe-
cial information about the transportation industry, women- and minority-owned
businesses, and the characteristics of business owners. The geographic scope of the census
also is specified in the census law. The census covers each of the 50 states, the District of
Columbia, the Virgin Islands, Guam, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands,
and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

Census Bureau Organization

The Economic Census can be conducted successfully only because of the breadth of spe-
cialized resources and talents throughout the Census Bureau. As can be seen in Figure 1,
the Bureau is organized along generally functional lines.

The Director, together with the Deputy Director and the Principal Associate Directors,
serve as the Bureau’s chief administrators, with the Associate Directors reporting to the
Principal Associate Directors or the Deputy Director. The Associate Directors formulate
the policies and provide the direction for carrying out the programs in their areas of respon-
sibility. For the Economic Census, that person is the Associate Director for Economic Pro-
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grams. Organized under that Directorate are the Assistant Director for Economic
Programs and the divisions that plan and conduct the Economic Census.

The processing operations of the Economic Census are planned and coordinated by the
Economic Planning and Coordination Division (EPCD). EPCD also performs all mainte-
nance activities of the Standard Statistical Establishment List (SSEL), which is the source
list for mailing the Economic Census forms. This includes obtaining and processing
administrative records from other federal agencies. In addition, EPCD is responsible for
developing the census lists; mailing the questionnaires; planning and coordinating all cen-
tralized processing in connection with data collection operations, as well as decentralized
post-collection operations; and formulating and implementing the plans for marketing and
disseminating data results.

Also reporting to the Associate and Assistant Directors for Economic Programs are three
subject divisions and the Economic Statistical Methods and Programming Division
(ESMPD). These subject divisions are responsible for planning the content1 of the Eco-
nomic Census and for analyzing, tabulating, and providing clearance for publication of the
data. They include the Manufacturing and Construction Division (MCD) (with overall
responsibility for census coverage of Construction, Manufacturing and Mining); Service
Sector Statistics Division (SVSD) (with overall responsibility for census coverage of Retail
Trade, Wholesale Trade, Finance, Insurance and Real Estate, Transportation and Utilities,
and selected Services Industries); and Agricultural and Financial Statistics Division
(AFSD) (with overall responsibility for census coverage of Outlying Areas, women- and
minority-owned businesses, and the characteristics of business ownership). [Editor’s Note:
As of May 1, 1998, AFSD was renamed Company Statistics Division.] In turn, ESMPD
has overall responsibility for the systems design and programming functions for the Eco-
nomic Census.

Several other divisions of the Census Bureau participate in conducting the Economic
Census:

• Data Preparation Division (DPD) is the Bureau’s processing center in Jeffersonville,
Indiana, and is under the Associate Director for Field Operations. Staff in DPD per-
form the large-scale clerical and related operations crucial to the census such as label-
ing questionnaires, assembling mailing packages, entering the reported data into the
computer, and corresponding with respondents. [Editor’s Note: As of May, 1998 DPD
was renamed the National Processing Center.]

• Geography Division, under the Associate Director for Decennial Census, develops
the geographic coding system and assigns geographic location codes to each estab-
lishment in the Economic Census.

• Awareness of the Economic Census involves the efforts of three offices under the
Associate Director for Communications. These offices are the Public Information
Office with responsibility for informing the general public or business sector about
the Census Bureau’s work; the Congressional Affairs Office which monitors congres-
sional actions that may affect the Census Bureau and which provides a central point
for congressional inquiries about Bureau activities; and the Customer Liaison Office
whose mandate is to help data users learn about, acquire, understand, and use Census
Bureau statistical reports. Moreover, 12 U.S. Census Bureau Regional Offices within
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Note: As of May 1, 1998, the Associate Director for Administration and Comptroller was renamed the Associate Director for 
Finance and Administration. Also, the Data Preparation Division was renamed the National Processing Center and the Agricul-
ture and Financial Statistics Division was renamed Company Statistics Division.
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Figure 1
Organizational Structure of the U.S. Bureau of the Census
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Field Division, under the Associate Director for Field Operations, also publicize and
disseminate Economic Census data products.

• Supporting staff manage and operate the computers and peripheral equipment used to
process the Economic Census, to develop and maintain operating systems and asso-
ciated software, and to plan and perform various engineering services. These func-
tions are under the responsibility of the Associate Director for Information
Technology.

• Under the Associate Director for Administration and Comptroller are the divisions
performing many of the other support services required to conduct the census. These
include budget and finance, personnel, and the preparation of publications. [Editor’s
Note: As of May 1, 1998, this Associate Directorship was renamed the Associate
Director for Finance and Administration.]

• The divisions and staff under the Associate Director for Methodology and Standards
are responsible for ensuring that appropriate statistical methods and techniques are
followed in taking the Economic Census.

BASIC CONCEPTS AND METHODOLOGY

Certain crucial concepts underlie the methodology of Economic Census-taking. These are
basic to both the preparation and use of statistical information. First, statistics for the Eco-
nomic Census are collected and summarized for publication primarily in terms of the
establishment. Second, establishments are classified and statistics are summarized using
the new North American Industry Classification System (NAICS). Finally, the Census
Bureau’s Standard Statistical Establishment List (SSEL), which is compiled by reference
to administrative records of businesses, provides the frame (i.e., universe) from which the
list of establishments is selected for conducting the Economic Census. To understand the
census it is essential to understand these concepts.

Establishment/Company Classification

For statistical purposes, an establishment is defined as a business or industrial unit at a
single geographic location that produces or distributes goods or services—for example, a
factory, store, or hotel. An establishment generally is the smallest basic unit for which key
economic data—such as employment, payroll, and the value of products or services pro-
duced or sold—are available. Thus, the “establishment” concept provides for a highly
detailed and definitive level of data collection and publication. The result is great latitude
in how the data can be used: for example, information can be published not only on a very
detailed industrial and geographic basis, but also summarized to much broader organiza-
tional, industry, and geographic levels.2

Aggregating data to broader organizational levels requires that a firm’s ownership, affil-
iation, or structure be known. If an establishment is the physical location where goods or
services are produced or distributed, then the company is the organizational entity (i.e.,
headquarters) that owns the establishment or establishment(s). For most businesses, the
organizational structure is quite simple—one establishment constitutes the entire company.
Approximately 85% of all establishments counted in the Economic Census are single-
establishment companies. Other establishments, however, are operated by companies with
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complex structures. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the two census concepts of
establishment and company. the figure also illustrates the NAICS codes, which will be dis-
cussed in the next section.

The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS)

The 1997 Economic Census will be the first among the three North American nations—
the U.S., Canada, and Mexico—to showcase the new classification system that was created
to capture the many changes in the composition of economic activity in North America.
This new system is the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS), and it
replaces the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) that was developed and used in the
U.S. since the 1930s, albeit with periodic revisions.3

In vital economies, new goods and services are being offered constantly, and some of the
old ones decline or disappear. The first step in measuring what goods and services are cur-
rently being offered is to classify them. The SIC classified the U.S. economy into 10 sec-
tors: Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing; Mining; Construction; Manufacturing;
Transportation, Communications, Electric, Gas, and Sanitary Services; Wholesale Trade;
Retail Trade; Finance, Insurance and Real Estate; Services; and Public Administration.
The subclassifications of these major groupings were modified a number of times through-
out this century—the last time, in 1987— to enable the basic 10 SIC categories to accom-
modate new types of economic activity.

Finally, the point came at which the emergence of new industries and the decline of
older ones made further adjustments to the SIC untenable. NAICS was developed over

Figure 2
The Relationship of the Establishment to the Company

and the Classification of Economic Activity Using the New NAICS Codes

Company
One or more establishments 
under common control

Establishment(s)
Single location(s) at which 
business is conducted
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a five-year interval, 1992–1997, to replace the SIC and to consolidate the classification
of all economic activity on the North American continent. With its 20 sectors, NAICS
added a tremendous new vocabulary to “the language of the Economic Census.” The
20 sectors of NAICS and their numerical classification codes are: Agriculture, Forestry,
Fishing, and Hunting (11); Mining (21); Utilities (22); Construction (23); Manufactur-
ing (31–33); Wholesale Trade (42); Retail Trade (44–45); Transportation and Ware-
housing (48–49); Information (51); Finance and Insurance (52); Real Estate and Rental
and Leasing (53); Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services (54); Management of
Companies and Enterprises (55); Administrative and Support, Waste Management and
Remediation Services (56); Educational Services (61); Health Care and Social Assis-
tance (62); Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation (71); Accommodation and Food Ser-
vices (72); Other Services [except Public Administration] (81); and Public
Administration (92).

NAICS will allow for the presentation of more detail for the rapidly expanding service
sector that accounts for most economic activity, but accounted for only 40% of SIC cate-
gories. However, the objectives for the 1997 revision were even broader. Not only was the
system designed to identify new industries, but NAICS also reorganized industry classifi-
cations according to a more consistent economic principle. That principle was the type of
production activity performed. By contrast, SIC classified industries according to a mix-
ture of production-based and market-based activity. Moreover, NAICS was developed in
collaboration with Canada and Mexico to produce comparable statistics for the three North
American Free Trade Agreement trading partners.4

Figure 2 illustrates the relationship of classification systems to the measurement of
business activity—both across industrial sectors and across levels of organization.
Using Figure 2 as an example, a 1997 Economic Census questionnaire package— using
DocuPrint technology, which will be discussed below— would be mailed to ABC Com-
pany headquarters. In the package would be three separate census forms: one question-
naire each for the factory, the retail store, and the sales branch—that is, the
“establishments” owned by ABC “company.”5 The data collected on the three separate
questionnaires would be classified, respectively, in NAICS sectors 31–33 (Manufactur-
ing), 44–45 (Retail Trade), and 42 (Wholesale Trade). In this way, the Economic Cen-
sus accurately measures what type of economic activity is taking place (industrial
sector), where (geographically), at what level of organization (establishment, company,
or combination of companies—which are called “enterprises”), and what the economic
activity is: employment rolls, size of payroll, volume of sales receipts or value of ship-
ments, types of raw material used, costs of operating expenses, costs of capital expendi-
tures, and the like.

From this example, it is clear that accuracy of data collection relies upon accuracy of
classification. We cannot measure any economic activity occurring in a context whose
classification characteristics we have not clearly identified.6 As we will see in the follow-
ing section, the next task in conducting the census is to arrive at a valid list of to whom to
mail the questionnaires. Armed with the new NAICS, we can more precisely classify estab-
lishments than we ever did before—but first, we need a complete list. The SSEL points us
in the right direction.
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The Standard Statistical Establishment List (SSEL)

The SSEL is a database compiled and continuously updated by the U.S. Census Bureau.
In it are maintained the records of about 6.5 million corporations, partnerships, sole propri-
etorships, and other organizations with employees. Its scope spans all economic activities
(e.g., wholesale, retail, and services).7

The SSEL database contains basic economic data on U.S. businesses. Many of these data
are obtained by the Census Bureau from administrative records filed by businesses with the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) or the Social Security Administration (SSA). These data
include employment, payroll, sales and receipts, geographic location, industrial activity,
and legal form of organization (e.g., corporation and partnership). It should here be men-
tioned that the relationship between the Census Bureau and the IRS is not reciprocal; that
is, the Census Bureau does not share its data with any other agency. Census data are con-
fidential, and are protected by Title 13 of the U.S. Code.

There are two chief reasons that the Census Bureau uses administrative records to obtain
data on businesses:

• To ascertain the basic list of business establishments to which Economic Census
forms should be sent. How would the Census Bureau know to whom to send census
report forms without a means of determining the (universe of) businesses that are in
existence? Administrative records provide one such means.

• To collect economic data on very small businesses—typically those “without paid
employees”—without having to burden the small business owner with census forms.
Stated otherwise, administrative data can often (but not always) be used in lieu of
directly-collected information.

The use of administrative data makes possible a significant reduction in the size of the
mail canvass that is used to conduct the Economic Census. In 1997, Economic Census
questionnaires were mailed to approximately 3.7 million companies representing five mil-
lion business establishments. But there were an additional 1.5 million small business estab-
lishments “with paid employees” and 14 million establishments “without paid employees”
for which data were collected purely through administrative records of both (or either of)
the IRS and the SSA. By using these already available tax records, the census could be con-
ducted more efficiently, at less cost, and with a lighter burden on the small business com-
munity. Moreover, these businesses accounted for less than 10% of total economic activity
measured in the 1997 Economic Census.

For various reasons, administrative record information cannot be used for larger firms:
rather, Economic Census questionnaires are the only way to gather important information
on products or activities, expenditures and assets, and operating characteristics that are not
necessarily available from administrative sources. Moreover, the classification codes—
now in terms of the new NAICS—from administrative records are less reliable than those
that can be assigned based on information about the firm’s products or activities that are
reported on the census questionnaire. This is particularly true of larger, more complex busi-
nesses. Therefore, for the 1997 Economic Census, questionnaires had to be sent to all
multi-establishment companies. These 165,000 companies accounted for 1.5 million estab-
lishments.8 With this, the discussion turns to levels of company organization and the
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importance of the SSEL in determining those levels so that the Economic Census can be
conducted on the basis of accurate lists.

Conducting the Economic Census efficiently and accurately requires that all components
of a company be identified and linked together. This process involves uniquely identifying
three levels of organization for each multi-establishment company: (1) the enterprise or par-
ent company; (2) each legal entity or subsidiary which, for tax reporting purposes, has been
assigned an Employer Identification Number by the IRS; and (3) each establishment oper-
ated by the company. The means through which this linkage is accomplished is the SSEL.

The mailing list for the Economic Census comprises both single- and multi-establish-
ment companies selected from the SSEL database. It is this database that provides informa-
tion that administrative records alone cannot: for example, administrative records may
cover entire firms, or other legal entities, in a way that provides no information about the
location and kinds of businesses at the separate locations within multi-establishment com-
panies. From the information in the SSEL, however, such crucial information about com-
pany structure can be derived.

For example, an enterprise is an entire economic unit consisting of one or more compa-
nies. Composition may vary from a single legal entity—including, for example, a corpora-
tion, partnership, or individual proprietorship with only one establishment—to a complex
family of legal entities and their constituent establishments. If an enterprise is owned or
controlled by another enterprise, all establishments of the subsidiary company are included
as part of the “parent” enterprise.9

Following this line of reasoning, while it is true that the Economic Census collects data
on each establishment, nevertheless, the questionnaires usually are mailed to the company
headquarters (as shown in Figure 2). This is to ensure complete, unduplicated coverage of
all of a company’s establishments and activities. Stated otherwise, the Census Bureau obtains
individual reports for each establishment of multi-establishment companies or enterprises.

Therefore, for Economic Census purposes, there are at least three objectives in linking
together all legal entities and their establishments:

• To facilitate centralized mailing, collection, and correspondence relating to question-
naires for a company or an enterprise;

• To collect and publish data for enterprises as well as establishments; and
• To ensure, by linking all related companies under a master number, that there is com-

plete coverage of changes within companies and to ensure that there is no publication
of data that might reveal information about that company.

CENTRALIZED COLLECTION PROCESSING

A Short Overview

Plans for processing the 1997 Economic Census began in 1994. A thorough analysis of
the processing operations used in previous censuses was conducted to determine where
delays occurred and what operations needed to be improved or re-engineered to reach the
goal of more timely publication of results. Questionnaires were mailed out in November
and December 1997, and as completed questionnaires were received at the Census Bureau’s
processing center (DPD) in Jeffersonville, Indiana—near Louisville, Kentucky—the
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reported information was keyed and transmitted electronically to headquarters in Suitland,
Maryland. In turn, the information that was derived from administrative records also was
processed at the Census Bureau’s computer center in Suitland. After the questionnaire data
were transmitted from Jeffersonville, the data were then merged with tax data from admin-
istrative records and given to the subject divisions for further processing and analysis.

Mail Collection of Data: The Role of the New DocuPrint Technology

The advanced operations of conducting a vast mail canvass require systematic planning
and cooperation among a number of Census Bureau organizational units. Questionnaires
must be designed, printed, and assembled into mailing packages. In 1997, the entire multi-
establishment mailout system was re-engineered using DocuPrint technology. This tech-
nology made possible the simultaneous printing of all forms pertaining to a single company.
This included cover letters, inserts, and the like, so that minimal clerical assembly was
required. Previously, the Census Bureau relied on a commercial organization to provide
preprinted forms. This required a massive clerical assembly operation to put the different
forms of a company together in one package. In addition, an extensive quality control oper-
ation was needed to ensure that the company package included the proper forms.

By contrast, the DocuPrint technology stored all forms as “images,” thus eliminating the
dependency on the outside organization, as well as the intense manual assembly line needed
in the past. Moreover, there were about 475 variations of the 1997 Economic Census ques-
tionnaires, and only inquiries about the operations of, or products produced by, a particular
industry, or closely related industries, were included on a questionnaire for that industry. A
further advantage was that, since the DocuPrint technology produced a company package
at the outset, the former large quality control requirement was virtually eliminated.

The multi-establishment mailout system also was redesigned to identify easily two other
contingencies: “split mail companies” and those who wished to report electronically. This
was accomplished through the design of a parameter driven identification system. This sys-
tem allowed an analyst to identify which parts of a company needed questionnaires to be
mailed separately to another location within the company (i.e., “split mail”) and/or allowed
companies who wished to report electronically also to receive the proper electronic report-
ing medium within the company package.

For single-establishment companies, the Census Bureau relied on commercial organiza-
tions to provide pre-assembled mailing packages. Using specialized labeling equipment,
these packages were then addressed—by the Census Bureau—through the open window
envelope.

Classification Forms Mailout

As mentioned, questionnaires were mailed to approximately 3.7 million companies rep-
resenting five million business establishments in November and December 1997. This
included about 1.5 million classification forms generally designed only to obtain the more
detailed kind-of-business classification information than was available from the adminis-
trative records. Because of the first-time use of NAICS, the 1997 mailout of classification
forms was much larger than usual for a U.S. Economic Census. For these cases—and for
the remaining 1.5 million nonmail businesses with paid employees, as well as for the 14
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million businesses without paid employees—the basic statistics were obtained from
administrative record tax sources.

Finally, it should be noted that supplemental mailings—over the several months suc-
ceeding the first mailouts—covered approximately 200,000 firms that had gone into oper-
ation after the basic mail list was developed.

Electronic Reporting

Electronic reporting initiatives for the 1997 Economic Census, like previous censuses,
focused primarily on large retail, food service, and hotel chain enterprises. The Census
Bureau contracted with a private company to develop an enhanced Windows-based Com-
puterized Self-Administered Questionnaire (CSAQ) to facilitate electronic reporting in the
1997 Economic Census. CSAQ is a diskette-based questionnaire which runs on a personal
computer.

Benefitting from prior experiences with CSAQs, the Bureau established challenging
requirements. The Economic Census CSAQ had to be able to accommodate reporting for
multiple establishments within an enterprise; cover reporting for 21 different report forms
with content varying by form; handle a variable number of data items within a form; and
perform selected interactive editing. Additional requirements included these: enterprise
capability to export and manipulate information provided by the Census Bureau such as
establishment identifiers, and name and address information; multiple import capabilities
that provide the enterprise or an establishment within an enterprise the capability of linking
to internal corporate spreadsheets and databases; and self-contained communication soft-
ware that would permit modem transmission of the census data.

As in past censuses, the Census Bureau continued to offer magnetic tape reporting within
the retail, services, finance and insurance, and utilities sectors, plus a CSAQ in the finance
and insurance sectors.

Electronic reporting media were mailed to approximately 600 companies representing
over 250,000 establishments during the original mailout process. The Census Bureau
received inquiries from an additional 100 companies after mailout.

The actual mail/nonmail establishment counts for the 1997 Economic Census are shown
in Table 1.

Receipt and Check-In

Completed questionnaires are returned to the Jeffersonville, Indiana processing cen-
ter. Supermarket-type bar-coded labels and high-speed sorting equipment using laser

Table 1
Mail/Nonmail Establishment Counts

Economic Census/SSEL Mail/Nonmail Establishment Counts

Total Mail Nonmail
Total Establishments
Multi-establishments

Electronic Reporters

6,500,000
1,500,000

250,000

5,000,000
1,400,000
 250,000

1,500,000
0
0

Single-establishments
Classification Forms

5,000,000
1,500,000

3,500,000
1,500,000

1,500,000
0
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technology are used to rapidly record their receipt. The high-speed equipment is aug-
mented by hand-held wand stations linked to microprocessors to record the bar codes
on the large mailing packages containing multi-establishment questionnaires (plus any
single-establishment reports not neatly placed in the return window envelopes that were
provided with the questionnaires). In addition to eliminating all hand-sorting and man-
ual counting of questionnaires, the system ensures that the receipt of questionnaires and
related correspondence are reflected in control records almost immediately, and that
only those establishments for which reports are delinquent are included in subsequent
follow-up mailings. Next, all multi-establishment report forms are transmitted for the
completeness and coverage operations. Single-establishment forms are transmitted for
microfilming.

Multi-establishment Data—Completeness and Coverage

The questionnaire data received from multi-establishment companies undergo extensive
computer review to ensure that: (1) all establishments of the company are accounted for;
(2) all essential individual establishment and company data are reported; and (3) company
affiliation information—such as new adds, mergers, and sold cases—are properly handled.
These operations produce a current, unduplicated list of companies and their establish-
ments in the SSEL, and assure that total company employment and payroll are consistent
with administrative record tax data.

A dedicated computer system linked to interactive terminals is used to meet the com-
pleteness and coverage processing requirements. By using a series of video display
screens, each terminal operator is guided through the steps required to take the following
types of actions based on returned questionnaires:

• Correcting company affiliation information such as address information; adding
new or acquired establishments, moving sold establishments of a company to the
acquiring company; inserting codes to indicate that establishments were closed or
idle; and adding new multi-establishment companies and their establishments to the
files.

• Researching “postmaster returns” for the latest addresses for remail of questionnaires.
• Correcting unusual employment and payroll data relationships as compared to

administrative record tax data. Comparing reported data to administrative record
tax data usually uncovers many new locations for which the company has not
reported.

• Correcting establishment reports of the company where the company combined all
the data on one report. This involves splitting the combined data across the establish-
ment reports based on prior year employment and payroll relationships.

These problems are usually resolved by calling the company to correct obvious data
errors when compared to IRS data, or by using the SSEL interactive routines to process the
company affiliation changes or the combined reports. After the completeness and coverage
operations, all multi-establishment questionnaires, along with those for single-establish-
ment firms, are microfilmed.
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Microfilming

As part of the microfilming process, a serial number, which becomes an integral part of
the establishment record, is imprinted on each questionnaire. Analysts may later reference
this frame number at an interactive terminal and locate any census questionnaire for
review. This process avoids the costly and error-prone filing of the actual reports. Further,
copies can always be printed from the microfilm when needed. After microfilming, all
questionnaires are transmitted for data screening/keying.

Data Screening/Keying

Data screening/keying, or data entry, is the typing of information from the questionnaire
onto video display screens. As the data are keyed, the computer performs simple range
checks on entered data. The video terminal displays messages alerting the keyer to unac-
ceptable entries along with what procedures to follow to correct records. After data screen-
ing/keying, the keyed data are transmitted electronically to the Census Bureau’s computers
at headquarters for the control file match operation.

Control File Match

After keying, questionnaire data are merged by computer with existing administrative
records and Census Bureau historical data contained in the SSEL database. The primary
functions of this operation are to: (1) update company structure and affiliation based on
changes reported on the census questionnaire; (2) identify and delete duplicate establish-
ments and add new establishments to the control file; (3) capture any address changes
made to the census questionnaires so that geographic coding operations (explained below)
can be performed; and (4) assemble all keyed data from both the questionnaire and the
SSEL in a single file for later in-depth computer analysis.

For the geographic coding operation, the Geography Division of the Census Bureau
maintains an up-to-date computer address reference file with corresponding state, county,
place, and census tract numerical codes. To publish tables on economic activity by these
detailed geographic areas, address information is needed on the physical location of each
establishment. Prior to mailing the questionnaires, the list of establishment addresses—
both those that would be sent questionnaires and those for which information would be
obtained from administrative records—are coded based on the address reflected in the
SSEL. Any address changes identified during the control file match are recoded based on
the information reported by the respondent.

Records for which problems are identified are held until the problems are corrected. The
merged file of “good” records in terms of organizational and coverage checks are released
to the economic subject divisions for post-collection processing.

To summarize this section, Figure 3 depicts the main data collection operations for the
1997 Economic Census.10 It includes the following operations: forms mailout, receipt and
check-in, multi-establishment completeness/coverage, microfilming, data entry, and the
control file match. The next section will cover the processing of the reported data through
post collection operations.
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Figure 3
1997 Economic Census Data Collection Operation
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DECENTRALIZED POST-COLLECTION PROCESSING

In the Economic Census the post-collection processing represents the steps conducted after
the control file match, the last phase associated with the collection processing. The objec-
tive of the post-collection processing is editing, cleaning, summarizing, and analyzing the
response data in preparation for dissemination to the public. The subject matter analysts in
MCD, SVSD, and AFSD (now called Company Statistics Division) have the responsibility
for this work, relying on additional analytical and clerical resources at the Jeffersonville,
Indiana site. The two distinct phases of post-collection are the micro edit referral process-
ing and the macro analytical processing.

Micro Edit Referral Processing

Micro edit referral processing involves further editing and cleaning of records on an
establishment basis. The micro edit referral processing occurs in conjunction with the col-
lection cycle, representing the next step in the pipeline. Figure 4 provides an overview of
the micro edit referral processing.

Each subject area performs the tasks associated with the basic flow in Figure 4. Each
processing block from Figure 4 is described below:

• Get Release Records: The first step in the micro edit referral process is to get the
“good” records from the control file match. Recall that these records passed computer
checks for organizational structure, coverage, and completeness as described in the

Figure 4
Basic Flow for Micro Edit Referral Processing

data
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collection section. Once the organizational structure is reviewed and approved, the
establishments are ready for post-collection processes, where review of response data
becomes the focus. While the collection phase is concerned with organizational integ-
rity, the post-collection phase is concerned with data integrity. Each subject area gets
its own release records from the control file match database. Thus, post-collection
becomes a decentralized process at this point in the census cycle.

• Complex Editing: Computer programs subject the retrieved records to a series of
“complex” data edit modules. These complex edit programs have two major pur-
poses. First, they assign a valid kind-of-business or industry code to classify the
establishment. Assigning a valid classification code depends on computer evaluation
of the responses to specific items on the census questionnaires. These items cover
many aspects. For example, they include responses to merchandise lines sold by a
retail establishment, products manufactured by a plant, entries written-in by the
respondent explaining the establishment’s activities, and self-designated check-box
classifications. If this critical information is missing, the record is noted (i.e., flagged)
as a “reject.” It must be fixed (see discussion below) before further processing occurs.

If critical information is available, the edit assigns the correct classification code.
For the 1997 Economic Census the program assigns a “bridge” code that lets the Cen-
sus Bureau ultimately tabulate the record on both the old SIC basis and the new
NAICS. After classification codes are assigned, a “verification” operation is per-
formed to validate the kind of business, industry, geographic, and zip codes.

The second purpose of the complex edits is to evaluate the response data for con-
sistency and reasonableness—for example, assuring that employment data are consis-
tent with payroll or sales/receipts data. Evaluating the response data is done by
industry. Additional checks compare data reported in previous censuses or from
administrative sources. These checks are accomplished through generalized com-
puter routines. The generalized routines are particularized by subject area to account
for differences in industries and data collected on the questionnaires.

The generalized routines cover modules to balance items and to conduct ratio
checks.11 Imputation options are employed to estimate noncritical missing data or to
replace extreme outlier data. The balancing module allows for simple tests of details
to totals; for nested tests of subtotals to broader levels; and for two-dimensional tests
to compare additive rows to corresponding column information. The ratio module
sets up comparisons of data for the establishment to parameters, developed by indus-
try. These industry parameters are derived based on how the data have been correlated
in past censuses or through administrative sources. The ratio module uses items from
the questionnaires, administrative sources, or historically reported information.
While suspicious records get through the pipeline, they have certain characteristics
that question how the predefined computer rules applied to them. These establish-
ments are flagged as “referrals” for manual review.

• Loading Databases: After the complex edits, computer programs load data into sep-
arate subject micro databases. Each subject area database contains the keyed
responses from the questionnaire, the resulting data and flags after the complex edits,
administrative data from the SSEL, write-ins from questionnaires, and historic 1992
census data (if available) for each establishment.
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• Reject and Referral Processing: The flags assigned during complex editing indicate
establishments requiring further follow-up as part of the reject and referral process-
ing. Table 2 shows estimated counts of the rejects and referrals expected throughout
the processing for the 1997 Economic Census.

Establishments identified as rejects and referrals are handled through post edit corre-
spondence and through manual problem resolution procedures. Where possible, the
complex edits automatically identify establishments qualifying for post edit correspon-
dence. These establishments receive correspondence requesting information on the miss-
ing items. In some subject areas, such as manufacturing, more manual procedures are
used to mail correspondence to respondents requesting explanation to failed-edit infor-
mation or to request more detailed information than what was previously reported. For
example, detailed product data are needed to code manufacturing plants. Respondents
reporting only broad product lines are mailed correspondence asking for the detailed
product lines.

For manual problem resolution, analysts and clerks are involved in the data cleaning pro-
cess, with clerks handling primarily the rejected, simpler cases. These are typically prob-
lems involving respondent write-in entries for kind of business descriptions, merchandise
lines, or products. The clerks code the write-ins to the appropriate bridge code, type of
operation, type of construction, or product code. The analysts and clerks use video-display
terminals to review the rejects and referrals. They follow carefully prepared guidelines and
procedures for evaluating and correcting problems. Update capabilities let them correct
errors and reedit the data interactively. This means the analyst or clerk gets an immediate
response to determine further review points. These sophisticated computer systems that
operate in an interactive environment are distinguished from the batch computer process
shown in Figure 4. The interactive environment is referred to as the “establishment review
and correction system.”

Table 2
Estimated Rejected and Referral Counts

Subject Area
Total Establishments Number of Rejects 

and ReferralsMail* Nonmail 

Retail 1,350,000 220,000 115,000
Services Industries 1,740,000 450,000 185,000
Wholesale 455,000 0 100,000
Utilities 150,000 100,000 37,000
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 405,000 125,000 87,000
Construction 130,000 405,000 80,000
Manufacturing 300,000 90,000 70,000
Minerals 17,000 10,000 4,000
Outlying Areas 40,000 0 20,000

Note: *Mail count includes the classification cards with the exception of the 328,000 unclassifieds.
Source: Based on 1997 mailout counts and expected referral counts.
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Macro Analytical Processing

The objective of macro analytical processing is review of tabulated summaries in prepa-
ration for data release. The key macro analysis begins at the end of the collection cycle—
in other words, after September 1998. Meaningful tabulations are not available until the
Census Bureau receives a vast majority of questionnaires and completes most of the fol-
low-up activities for missing and failed-edit establishments. Figure 5 shows the macro ana-
lytical process.

Starting in the left corner of Figure 5, the macro analytical process is described below:

• Subject Micro Databases: The starting point for the macro analysis is the tabulation
of the establishment records housed in the subject micro databases. For the Economic
Census, the tabulation of these records occurs along two paths. First, the micro
records are tabulated as part of the main publication series associated with the Eco-
nomic Census. Second, the micro records are tabulated for new cross-sector publica-
tions which showcase the introduction of the new NAICS.12

• Data Tabulation: The micro establishment records defined as “tabable” are used in
the tabulations. Tabable records are those establishments which get through the com-

Figure 5
Macro Analytical Process

1992 NAICS1997 NAICS
Micro Dataset Micro Dataset
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plex edits without being identified as a reject or referral. The objective of the reject
and referral processing is to resolve problems such that the establishment becomes
tabable. Invariably, the scope of this work leaves many problem establishments unfin-
ished at the time of macro analysis. Once macro analysis starts, only the most signif-
icant offenders are corrected at this stage.

For the Construction sector, which is sampled and does not reflect a complete enu-
meration, records are weighted to equal universe totals. In general, tabulations occur
frequently once the collection cycle ends. This is necessary to account for those cor-
rections to micro records which occur at the macro review stage.

• Subject Tab Files for Main Publication Series: Once data are tabulated, the totals are
loaded into computer files, which analysts access via macro analytical tools. The
Census Bureau tabulates the micro establishment records many ways based on data
product and analytical needs. For example, as shown in Figure 5, tabulated data exists
by Industry, Geographic Area, Firm Size, Products Produced, Materials Used, and
Merchandise Lines Sold, to name the major ones. Note, each subject area has its own
set of tab files for its industries.

• Feedback Process: New for the 1997 Economic Census is a process to feed tabable
micro records from the subject area databases to a corporate repository. Unlike the sub-
ject-specific systems, the corporate repository allows analysts to share data across the
subject areas. For example, those subject analysts assigned to review Manufacturing
also have access to view establishments in Retail industries.

As shown in Figure 5, the tabable establishments are pulled as feedback records and
consolidated into one file, labeled the 1997 NAICS micro dataset. Only basic data
items are pulled for each establishment. That is, data items reflecting Sales/Receipts/
Value of Shipments, Payroll, Employment, Operating Expenses, and Wholesale Inven-
tories. Once created, a process combines the 1997 micro dataset with the 1992 micro
dataset. The latter reflects all tabable records from the 1992 Economic Census. The
resulting current and historic dataset makes possible the creation of special cross-sec-
tor tabulations and reports that allow the analyst to compare data on the new NAICS
basis as well as on the old SIC basis. The corporate repository is a SAS® dataset.

Figure 6 brings together the heart of the macro analysis. The inputs, as discussed previ-
ously, represent the subject micro databases, the subject tab files, and the corporate repos-
itory datasets.

Figure 6 shows the analytical tools available to the analysts. Detailed analytical review
guidelines are prepared to instruct analysts on what to look for and on how to use the avail-
able tools. Typical review points cover analyzing large differences, assessing changes to
the tab cell composition due to organizational changes (establishments bought, sold, or
new); nonresponse; and errors in historic 1992 data. For tabbed cells confirmed as correct,
analysts document their findings. For corrections, they modify data and review re-tabbed
results. Descriptions of the tools follow:

• Subject Table Review Systems: As with the micro edit referral processing, the macro
analysis has specially designed interactive systems that let analysts view the subject
tabs in table formats. Each subject matter area has an interactive table review system
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for analyzing tabulated cells on a NAICS basis. As analysts correct micro data
through the establishment review and correction system, they can then use the table
review systems to determine the macro effect of these corrections. The subject table
review systems are instrumental in the disclosure analysis.

Disclosure analysis preserves the confidentiality of reported information such that
no individual firm’s operations or identity can be inferred from the published data dis-
seminated to the public. For 1997 data, consistent rules across all the subject areas are
used to identify possible disclosures. Often when tabulated cells are disclosed (and
not published), it is necessary to suppress additional tabulated cells so that the pri-
mary (originally) disclosed cell cannot be obtained through subtraction. The process
of suppressing these secondary tabulated cells is called complementary disclosure
analysis. The analysts use the table review systems to review and interactively set the
complementary suppression symbols.

• Problem Identification Tools: To review thousands of tabulated data cells, the ana-
lysts need mechanisms to help pinpoint specific problem cells. The two main meth-
ods of identifying suspicious tabulated cells are reconciliation and outlier detection.
For reconciliation, the analysts compare cell totals to sources outside the Economic
Census. The outside sources cover the current programs within the Census Bureau as
well as information from related government agencies.

For outlier detection, statistical techniques are used to identify the suspicious cells.
New for the 1997 census is the use of automated graphical data review techniques to
accomplish this. Graphical techniques provide analysts with visual displays that let

Figure 6
Analytical Tools
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them see cells outside the normal distribution. The SAS ® product called “SAS
Insight” makes this capability available. Of particular note, the graphical analysis is
used to identify extreme cell changes for historic ratios (e.g., historic census employ-
ment compared to current census employment) as well as current ratios (e.g., current
census annual payroll compared to current census employment).

In addition to graphical analysis, subject matter areas use manual techniques to
identify cell outliers. Generally, analysts specify predetermined values for their his-
torical and current ratios. For example, since the Manufacturing sector has prior year
comparison points with the Annual Survey of Manufactures, analysts search “census
to prior-year” totals exceeding 5% for basic statistics items and 10% for products.

• Online Tools: Analysts have tools that let them navigate through the tabulated cells
and through the micro establishment records. The predominant tool is the capability
to search computer files. Analysts develop “canned searches” which they execute
interactively for typical inquiries about the data. Analysts can modify the canned
searches for ad hoc, unplanned situations that surface in data review. They specify and
incorporate ratios as part of their searches to select records on predetermined size.

In addition to the canned and ad hoc searches, analysts have specially designed
computer interfaces that let them do special ad hoc tabulations. For example, using the
corporate repository, analysts can select and tabulate the establishments associated
with specific companies — even if these establishments cross subject areas. They can
use their subject micro databases to select and tab records by classification code (SIC,
NAICS, or bridge), geography, and type of operation that differ in any way from the
specified publication table formats.

• Multidimensional Reports: Used with the corporate repository, multidimensional
reports provide an analysis tool to evaluate the new NAICS classification system.
They provide, among other things, reports showing SIC industries based on their
NAICS components and, vice versa, the NAICS industries based on their SIC com-
ponents. Additionally, they provide the analysts with comparative SIC data showing
the basic data from 1997 to 1992 at the broader levels.

Ultimately, the outcome of performing the various elements of macro analysis is the
moving of the cleansed tab files to the next phase of census processing: the publication of
data and distribution of results.

PUBLICATION OF DATA/DISTRIBUTION OF RESULTS

As for the centralized collection and the decentralized post-collection processing phases of
conducting the Economic Census, the publication of data/distribution of results phase
includes several innovations. Indeed, a series of improvements, over the course of earlier
Economic Censuses, has culminated in several major breakthroughs as the Census Bureau
prepares to release 1997 Economic Census data. These breakthroughs in the publication of
data and distribution of results have come in response to requests from the data users. They
have told the Bureau that they want timely data, available immediately on the day of
release, with ready capability to find and use the requested data for multiple economic sec-
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tors and years. With respect to the 1997 Economic Census results, the Census Bureau is
well-poised to honor this request.

Publication Is Increasingly Electronic

To meet these needs, the Bureau has greatly augmented the electronic component of its
publication system. Today, with CD-ROMs and the Internet becoming a large part of the
public’s information toolkit, data users are requiring an increasing amount of informa-
tion—particularly in electronic form. The Census Bureau, therefore, will prepare and
release the majority of data from the 1997 Economic Census via improved CD-ROMs (tak-
ing advantage of improved software technologies) as well as via the Web—with most data
on the Web available free of charge.

In turn, the Census Bureau is reducing its output of paper products. To ease this transi-
tion from hardcopy to electronic media, some data, tabulated at the national level, will still
be issued in hardcopy. In addition, the CD-ROM and Internet products issued from the
1997 Economic Census will provide the capability to do on-demand, publication-quality
printing for all key reports that had been issued in print for earlier censuses. In technical
terms, the data tables that used to be issued in print will henceforth be accessible in page
image forms via portable document format (PDF) files. This will allow users with the free
Adobe Acrobat reader to print high quality pages which will be identical in appearance to
the previously printed Table Image Processing System (TIPS) generated tables.13 Further,
the Bureau is planning to archive the 1997 files, as had been done for the 1992 files, so that
future users can refer back to the 1997 data in PDF files.

Thus, the Census Bureau has established electronic products as the primary focus of the
1997 Economic Census data dissemination program.14 Data dissemination via the Web
will ensure instantaneous global availability of Census results on the day of release. And
users will have a wide range of improved CD-ROM and Internet data access software fea-
tures at their fingertips, enabling them to locate and use the data with ease. The processes
that led up to improvements in these products will now be discussed.

A New Streamlined System to Produce and Disseminate Data Products

An interdisciplinary group—called the Economic Product Team (EPT)—within the
Census Bureau was formed early in the publication planning phase for the 1997 Economic
Census. This group was assigned an imposing task: develop a streamlined data production
and dissemination system, and make that system compatible with a focus on electronic
products. The EPT had its work cut out for it: in 1992, there were two separate systems for
products—one for printed products and one for manipulable or electronic products. The
result of having two separate systems was that there were errors and inconsistencies
between the two products. The errors and inconsistencies caused very high resource expen-
ditures, processing bottlenecks, and ultimately, major delays in the release of data prod-
ucts. What would it take to resolve these problems?

The Publication Source File

If two systems created inconsistencies, then the use of one system should resolve them.
It did: the “one source” or “publication source file” was devised by the EPT. Only one
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source of data was used to create all Internet, CD-ROM, and printed products for dissem-
ination to the public. How do data get into the publication source file, and what happens to
them after they are put there? Figure 7 displays these relationships.

As mentioned in the post-collection discussion earlier in this article, it is the work of subject
analysts to review data and approve it as final. Once tabulated data are approved, the pro-
grammers generate the publication source file based upon specifications by subject analysts.

Analysts next provide the instructions that tell programmers what to extract from the file
for various data products (e.g., Internet, CD-ROM, and page image). The subject analysts
provide these instructions, called “data dissemination parameters,” to the programmers
electronically via the Interactive Parameter System (IPS).

After this stage has been reached, data from the publication source file can be extracted
by the programmers. From this point onward, the creation of data products proceeds down
two parallel paths, resulting in (1) the manipulable files and (2) the page image files. That
is,

Figure 7
A New Streamlined System to Produce and Disseminate Data Products
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• The manipulable files require only a brief format verification, taking not more than a
couple of hours before they are ready to be released on the Internet. With this new
system, the contingencies that had, in the past, to be met to produce a printed report
do not delay the release of the data.

• The page image files, in turn, must be combined with the table text, then reviewed,
and finally, converted for Internet and/or sent to print. These steps can take anywhere
from several days to a number of weeks to complete.

Centralized Programming Efficiencies

The need to provide efficient programming to implement these specifications and
instructions led to another important component of the new, streamlined production sys-
tem: centralization. Namely, the responsibility for all TIPS programming for the page
image products has been centralized within the economic programming area. Using the
publication source file, together with the data dissemination parameters provided by the
subject analysts, the programmers are developing a generalized system to extract automat-
ically the appropriate data for TIPS tables. This same system will, in turn, create the data
files that will be the input for the final CD-ROM and Internet files. This is a major innova-
tion that will significantly reduce the programming workload, essential to the timely issu-
ance of the publications.

The Meta-data Source File

“Meta-data” is an umbrella term used to refer to all supporting materials in a table, or
about a table, except the actual numerical results for which the public awaits release every
five years. Meta-data, therefore, includes table stubs and data labels, definitions, explana-
tory text, as well as other auxiliary files required to drive electronic software.

With respect to meta-data, it is the subject analysts that are responsible for provid-
ing the appropriate meta-data (for their respective subject areas) to a centralized data-
base. A metadata coordinator then oversees the collection of the meta-data from the
subject areas into a “meta-data source file” from which—in an operation similar to
that for the publication source file—subject analysts and programmers coordinate the
distribution of the appropriate meta-data to Internet, CD-ROM, and page image prod-
ucts. (Some of the meta-data required for the data products for 1997 already exists in
an electronic format from 1992. Other meta-data needs to be generated anew for 1997
data).

Important examples of meta-data are the table “shells” or outlines. The Census
Bureau’s editors create the table shells based upon specifications (called Table Layout
Parameters) by subject analysts: that is, how many rows and columns, and in what
relationships to one another, will be needed to present the data? Will data be pre-
sented, for example, at the levels of nation, state, county, and/or metropolitan area?
And, in turn, at what level of industry classification detail (in terms of the NAICS cat-
egories discussed earlier) will data be presented in the tables? Merging these support-
ing metadata with the actual data files is thus required to produce the complete data
product.
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Standardization of Major Data Product Components

Given the decided focus on electronic products for 1997 Economic Census data, stan-
dardizing data presentation is critically required in the age of the Internet, with its potential
for instant comparison of data. Here, radical breakthroughs have been indeed achieved.
Sector-by-sector conformity in terms of data-driven stub displays; methods of displaying
geographic data; and units of measure will be notable features of 1997 data presentation.
Certain artifacts (such as brackets, underlines, or data-driven footnotes) of printed reports
previously varied by sector. These variations have been eliminated for 1997. Therefore, in
addition to its improving the presentation of data, standardization saves processing
resources central to the timely completion of the 1997 Economic Census data dissemina-
tion program.

Creation of New Data Access Software

Economic subject analysts and programmers are redesigning and developing new CD-
ROM software. Based both upon the results of several usability studies (in which data users
came to the Census Bureau and tested software packages capabilities) and also upon spec-
ifications from the subject matter areas, the goal is to take the best capabilities of the pre-
vious software packages (EXTRACT and GO) and to create, instead, a new windows-
based software that provides those capabilities and more.

In addition, a dedicated Census Bureau-wide team is working with the subject areas to
create data access software for the Internet. The Internet application will allow the user to
do most of the same things that CD-ROM software permits, but will provide the user
access to the latest Economic Census data, as well as access to all the other data on the Cen-
sus Bureau Web site.

To summarize this discussion of data publication and distribution of results, the Bureau
has achieved greater processing efficiencies through these innovations:

• The introduction of the publication source file;
• An improved processing and programming infrastructure; and
• The meta-data source file.

The 1997 Economic Census demonstrates substantial trailblazing in product presentation
with its standardization of major product components (table layouts, text, and file structures)
to promote uniformity across the 1997 Economic Census Product line. This product stan-
dardization is critically important today, not only because of its potential for resource savings,
but also because improved electronic access—which enables users to mix and match data
from various sources more easily—calls for consistency in data presentation.

CONCLUSION

As outlined in the various major sections above, conducting the Economic Census is a very
intricate process. It requires synchronization and sequencing of processes as well as the
efficient use of staff time and dollar resources. It demands great sophistication in the use of
advanced technology to realize the promise of such technology for data collection, post-
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collection, and dissemination. Major improvements have been introduced in the form of
the new DocuPrint technology and electronic reporting techniques. Similarly, the use of
generalized editing methods across subject areas, shared data through the corporate repos-
itory, and new problem identification tools—such as graphical data review techniques—
add efficiency and quality to the post-collection processing phase. And, the advent of new
electronic data products and media—produced and delivered by a streamlined data dissem-
ination system—break new ground in Economic Census data release.

Ultimately, users of 1997 Economic Census data will be able to derive the key messages
behind the numbers—both for previously delineated economic sectors, as well as for new
NAICS sectors—as never before.
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which were issued after further review and analysis of the reported data, presented more detailed informa-
tion.

However, even the improvements associated with TIPS II resulted in relatively minor differences in the
timing of data release from the 1977 and 1982 Economic Censuses. Later, with advent of CD-ROM tech-
nology—allowing random access to database information—electronic data dissemination played increas-
ingly important roles in contributing to continuous improvement in the data release from the 1987 and 1992
Economic Censuses. Also—beginning with 1982 data, increasingly with 1987 data, and tapering off with
1992 data—the Census Bureau released data online via CENDATA. This was a database of the most current
and widely used data products and was provided through cooperating private online vendors. Finally, with
the advent of the Internet and World Wide Web, the Bureau phased out electronic data dissemination via
CENDATA. In fact, most products from the 1992 Economic Census are now available on the Internet.

14. Zeisset, “Disseminating Economic Census Data.”


